ized groups of neurons oscillate (15, 22) and reaches a maximum when cells engage in high-frequency gamma oscillations.

How do changes in the temporal patterning of responses influence hemodynamic responses? There is evidence that synchronization in the gamma frequency range is associated with oscillatory, tightly synchronized discharges of inhibitory interneurons (23) leading to periodic inhibition of pyramidal cells. These inhibitory postsynaptic potentials, in turn, synchronize pyramidal cells by confining their discharges to the depolarizing peaks of the membrane potential oscillations (24). Thus, when cortical networks engage in gamma oscillations, inhibitory interneurons are highly active, and as their discharges are phase-locked to the oscillations (25), their activity increases with oscillation frequency. Therefore, we propose that the hemodynamic responses associated with gamma oscillations are mainly initiated by the firing of inhibitory interneurons.

Although inhibitory interneurons constitute only about 20% of the cortical neurons, it is likely that they substantially contribute to local energy consumption. They fire at very high frequencies and distribute their numerous synapses exclusively within adjacent cortical volumes. The hypothesis that interneuron activity is a major cause of the hemodynamic response (25) is well compatible with the fact that interneurons contain enzymes for the synthesis of vasoactive compounds such as NO and vasoactive peptides (26, 27). In this cascade, the elevated calcium concentration is suggested to play a major role (25).

This interpretation resolves some of the discrepancies between BOLD studies and unit recordings. Deficits in visual processing in ambyloplia are well reflected by evoked potentials and hemodynamic responses, although they are undetectable in discharge rates (7). Attentional shifts in the absence of sensory stimulation (28) and mental imagery (29) are associated with BOLD responses, and these cognitive processes are associated with increased oscillatory activity in the gamma frequency band (14, 30). Other cognitive and executive functions such as figure-ground segmentation, expectancy, sensory-motor coordination, short-term memory, and movement preparation are associated with enhanced oscillatory activity in the beta and gamma frequency range (31, 32). Hemodynamic responses may thus be ideally suited to visualize neural processes associated with higher cognitive and executive functions.
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Coupling Between Neuronal Firing, Field Potentials, and fMRI in Human Auditory Cortex

Roy Mukamel,1 Hagar Gelbard,1 Amos Arieli,1 Uri Hasson,2 Itzhak Fried,3,4* Rafael Malach1*

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is an important tool for investigating human brain function, but the relationship between the hemodynamically based fMRI signals in the human brain and the underlying neuronal activity is unclear. We recorded single unit activity and local field potentials in auditory cortex of two neurosurgical patients and compared them with the fMRI signals of 11 healthy subjects during presentation of an identical movie segment. The predicted fMRI signals derived from single units and the measured fMRI signals from auditory cortex showed a highly significant correlation (r = 0.75, P < 10−47). Thus, fMRI signals can provide a reliable measure of the firing rate of human cortical neurons.

A major concern in the rapidly expanding field of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has been the absence of a quantitative relationship between blood oxygenated level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI signals and neuronal activity. Several studies have attempted to characterize this relationship (1–10). In anesthetized monkeys, a higher correlation of the fMRI signal to the local field potential (LFP) was found compared with spike activity (11). However, the implications of these studies to the awake, conscious human brain are unclear.

Recently, we reported that movie stimuli are particularly effective in producing a widespread and robust correlation in the evoked fMRI signals across different subjects (12). Here, we used this phenomenon of intersubject correlation to examine the nature of the coupling between fMRI signals and neuronal activity in the sensory cortex of alert humans.

We recorded from 53 single neurons in Heschl’s gyrus (auditory cortex) of two native English-speaking patients with epilepsy monitored with intracranial depth electrodes for potential surgical treatment (13). Recordings were done while the patients saw two repetitions of a 9-min segment from a popular
English-speaking movie. Twenty out of 30 neurons in patient 1 and 17 out of 23 in patient 2 showed reproducible auditory responses. The spiking activity of these neurons in each patient was summed and converted into a predicted fMRI BOLD response (spike predictor) by convolution with a standard hemodynamic response function (gamma function) (2, 14) (Fig. 1). In parallel, we performed fMRI scans on 11 healthy subjects while they watched the same movie segment (13). All subjects spoke English as a second language. We then used the spike predictor of each patient (e.g., Fig. 1C for patient 1) as a regressor in a conventional general linear model (GLM) analysis of the fMRI signals obtained from the healthy subjects. Figure 2 shows the multipaticipant average activation map of 11 subjects as derived from the spike predictor of patient 1, projected onto the reconstructed folded hemispheres of the patient. The map has its basis in the average of all single-subject data, transformed into common Talairach space (15). On the basis of postoperative computer tomography scans, we could estimate the location of the recording electrode (“e” in Fig. 2). The most significant activation foci were localized to Heschl’s gyrus in close proximity to the electrode’s location. Significant activation in the same region was also found in individual subjects (see individual maps in fig. S1). In the second patient, the data followed a similar trend (fig. S2). No significant activation was revealed with the use of a predictor derived from the soundwave amplitude (13). Furthermore, control fMRI data, recorded while subjects viewed the same movie segment with no sound or viewed a different movie segment, revealed no correlation with the spike predictor (fig. S3).

We sampled the fMRI time course in Heschl’s gyrus of each subject by using the spike predictors of the patients. To ensure statistical independence of region of interest (ROI) definition and sampling of signal time course, we used the internal localizer design in which nonoverlapping time segments of the spike predictor were used for ROI definition and for sampling (13, 16). Time courses were then averaged across subjects. The average fMRI time courses are shown in the bottom graphs of Fig. 3 and in fig. S4. These time courses are superimposed on the spike predictor (black trace). The correlation coefficients between the averaged fMRI signal and the spike predictors were 0.75 (P < 10^{-47}) for patient 1 and 0.56 (P < 10^{-28}) for patient 2. The sampled fMRI signals were slightly different for the two patients, because their

---

**Fig. 1.** The fMRI BOLD predictor created from spikes of patient 1. (A) Raster display of spike trains from all 20 cells during the first (blue) and second (red) movie presentation. The black histogram displays the population summed activity. The summed activity was convolved with a gamma hemodynamic response function (B). The resulting time course was Z-score normalized (C) and used as a predictor for the BOLD fMRI signal. a.u., arbitrary units.

**Fig. 2.** The fMRI BOLD activation map derived from the spike predictor. Multisubject map (n = 11) obtained with use of the spike predictor of patient 1. The fMRI activations are shown on the reconstructed folded hemispheres of the patient. Activations were obtained with a random effect multi-GLM test by using the predictor obtained from the average spike train (20 cells) of patient 1. Note the localized activations in Heschl’s gyrus corresponding to the site of spike recordings in the patient (denoted by “e”). RH and LH, right and left hemisphere, respectively; A, anterior; P, posterior.
spike predictors defined slightly different ROIs, possibly due to the fact that the electrode position in the two patients was not identical [for exact Talairach coordinates see (13)].

The amount of correlation between the fMRI signals and spike predictors modulated along the 9-min movie timeline. For example, during stretches of silence in the movie there was no stimulus-evoked activity in auditory cortex, and no correlation is expected between the spontaneous neural activity in different individuals. In order to isolate times of high correlation between different individuals, we calculated a moving correlation function between the fMRI signals of the healthy subjects (green traces in Fig. 3) (13). Periods of high intersubject correlation (light gray shaded regions) largely coincided with periods of high correlation between the BOLD fMRI signal and the spike predictors. Thus, although the correlation between the BOLD fMRI signal and the spike predictors was 0.73 for patient 1 and 0.55 for patient 2, the correlation with the average intersubject correlation was greater than 0.1, whereas dark gray regions correspond to times in which the average intersubject correlation was smaller than 0.1. The correlation between the BOLD signal and the spike predictors was slightly better for the spike predictor than the high-frequency fMRI predictor (P < 0.05, paired t test), whereas no significant difference was found in patient 2 (P > 0.48, paired t test). For spike and fMRI predictors, their corresponding fMRI signals, and spectral analysis of stimulus soundwaves, see fig. S5.

Lastly, although the measured time courses were rather short, the availability of both spiking activity and fMRI responses to the same stimulus allowed us to obtain a data-driven, objective estimate of the human hemodynamic response function, coupling the spikes and fMRI BOLD signal. By using standard deconvolution methods (13), we obtained such functions for the two fMRI data sets, sampled at a rate of 1 and 1/3 Hz (orange and purple traces in fig. S6). The obtained functions were quite comparable with the current estimates of the BOLD hemodynamic response function (black trace) (2, 14). Noticeably, the data sampled at the faster rate exhibited a small but significant (P < 10^-4) initial decrease in the BOLD signal of four out of six subjects (fig. S6, gray circles) (13, 17, 18).

Our results indicate a high linear correlation between spiking activity, high-frequency LFP, and fMRI BOLD signal measured in human auditory cortex during natural stimulation. We cannot rule out the possibility that under different physiological conditions or in different brain regions there may be a decoupling between spiking activity and the BOLD signal (17). Because in our stimulation paradigm the spiking activity was highly correlated with the high-frequency LFP (cyan trace, Fig. 4A), our results cannot identify one or the other as the driving source behind the BOLD signal (9–11, 19, 20). However, regardless of the mechanism underlying the BOLD signal, the broad methodological implication of our findings lies in the demonstration that, at least under natural stimulus conditions, BOLD fMRI signals can be trusted as a faithful measure of the average firing rate of the underlying population.

The high correlation found does not necessarily imply lack of variability in the fMRI
signals. Note that the spikes-to-BOLD correlation obtained for group-averaged fMRI responses was higher (0.75 for patient 1 and 0.56 for patient 2) than that obtained for individual subjects (0.5 and 0.46, respectively).

A particularly important result was the inversion in the coupling of LFP to BOLD, moving from positive correlations at high, gamma-range frequencies (40 to 130 Hz) (21) to negative correlations at the low, alpha-range frequencies (5 to 15 Hz) (22, 23). This result is compatible with the notion that electroencephalogram signals in the alpha band frequencies are diminished in times of high cognitive processing and that sensory stimulation leads to desynchronization of slow potentials (24).

The fact that the correlation between the spikes, high-frequency LFPs, and fMRI signal in Heschl’s gyrus was high despite the extremely noisy MRI environment indicates that human auditory representations at the cortex level deemphasize low-level auditory signals such as loud beeps (25, 26). This is also illustrated in the relatively low (albeit still significant) fMRI responses to high sound-amplitude events (e.g., gunshots and explosions) during the movie compared with speech events (fig. S4) and the weak correlation of the activations with the sound-wave amplitude (figs. S3 and S5).

Our results also have implications for human sensory representations during natural stimulation. The single-unit signal was derived from a small population (~20) of active neurons, whereas the fMRI signals reflect the population activity of millions of neurons (8). The fact that firing rate in a mere ~20 responsive neurons was sufficient to capture such a large fraction of the fMRI signal variance points to a highly distributed profile (27) of slow auditory responses. In such a representation, auditory neurons contain a strong element of correlation between neighboring neurons during natural sensory stimulation, because they are all driven, albeit to a varying extent, by multiple auditory events (Fig. 1A).

Several intervening factors could have disrupted the correlation between the electrophysiological and fMRI signals. First, the electrophysiological signals were recorded in a quiet hospital room, whereas the fMRI signals were recorded in a typical, acoustically noisy fMRI setup. Second, the small sample of neurons we recorded was unlikely to precisely represent the averaged response profile of the neuronal populations in the imaged fMRI voxels. Lastly, there were individual differences between the patients and the fMRI subjects. Thus, under optimal conditions, such as recording both signals in the same participant, the real physiological coupling between the neuronal firing rates and fMRI BOLD signals may be even stronger than measured.
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**Fig. 4.** Correlation maps between fMRI BOLD signal and different components of the electrophysiological measurements. (A) The correlation of the different LFP predictors of patient 1 (13) with the average fMRI BOLD signal in Heschl’s gyrus (orange trace) and with the spike predictor (cyan trace) as a function of frequency band. Note the strong negative correlations between the BOLD activation and the low-frequency LFPs (5 to 15 Hz) and the strong positive correlation with the high-frequency LFPs (40 to 130 Hz). (B to D) The multisubject random-effect GLM map correlating the BOLD signal of six participants with the low-frequency (5 to 15 Hz) LFP predictor (B), the high-frequency (40 to 130 Hz) LFP predictor (C), and the spike predictor (D). LS, lateral sulcus; STS, superior temporal sulcus; HG, Heschl’s gyrus; RH and LH, right and left hemisphere, respectively. Arrowheads point to regions of highly significant correlation in Heschl’s gyrus.
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